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Abstract 

This thesis concerns experimental studies on the problem of how human 

adult subjects maintain environmental orientation during locomotion. 

The subjects were required to walk along one or two linear path segment(s) 

in darkness and to estimate the location of a target numerically 

from a stopping point. The target was either the starting point for 

the walk or a point light viewed from the starting point. A con

ceptual framework was proposed a ccording to which orientation is 

maintained by processes of encoding, short-term storage, coordination, 

and decoding of spatial information. The experiments showed that main

tenance of orientation is impaired, mainly due to forgetting, when 

inaccess to central processing capacity postpones coordination to 

the stopping point. However, large errors were also observed in conditions 

where central processing capacity should be fully accessible. The 

typical errors committed imply undercompensation for movement such 

that the target Is progressively displaced in the direction of 

walking as the subjects moves further ahead. According to the con

ceptual framework the errors may be due to dependencies in processing 

over time and Inefficient compensation for movement during processing 

times. Further research aimed at testing this hypothesis is in progress. 
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Introduction 

Human s patial orientation requires a series of skills or abilities, by which 

the individual relates himself to the surrounding space. At the most elementary 

levels we find skills such a s, for example, maintenance of an upright 

balance, perception of different body orientations relative to gravity, 

perception of the orientation of external stimuli, and visual direction 

constancy (VDC) in connection with eye and head movements (see Howard & 

Templeton, 1966, for an extensive review). 

At a higher level come abilities to relate oneself spatially to parts of 

the surrounding (targets) that cannot be immediately perceived without 

changing one's position or orientation. These abilities vary enormously in 

the extent to which change in position and orientation may be required to 

achieve perceptual contact with the targets(s). The targets may be objects 

in the same room as the observer, in which case a turn of the head and 

eyes may suffice, or they may be distant places requiring extended and 

complex locomotion paths to be reached. In either case, however, the 

capacity required is one of geographical orientation (Claparède, 19^3» 

Howard & Temp leton, 1966). 

The criterial conditions for a task to come within the domain o f geogra

phical orientation are as follows: 

1. The individual at time tj perceives a target x (location of an object 
pr object-system). 

2. The individual moves body parts or his whole body (combinations of rotary 

and linear components) according to some path in space such that the target 

x Is no longer perceived at time t2* 

3. At time t2 the individual is required to localize the target, i.e. by 

some behavior demonstrate knowledge o f his spatial relation to x. 

These criteria define a domain o f tasks as yet very incompletely explored in 
psychology, at least as regards adult subjects (for reviews of children's 

spatial orientation, see Acredo lo, I98I; Hart S Moore, 1973; Pick £ Rieser, 

I98I; Siegel S White, 1975). Attneave e_t a 1. have however started empirical 

research on the question of continuity between perceptual and imaginai 

(invisible) space by studying the ability of subjects to localize positions 
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and orientations of objects placed 180° to the line of sight {Attneave 6 

Farrar, 1977; Attneave S Pierce, 1978). A p otential theoretical contribution 

has been made by Neisser (1976). Briefly, he assumes that pick-up of 

information (perceptual exploration) stands in a continuous mutual relation

ship with internal schemata (of specific objects, of systems of objects). 

The latter serve an anticipatory function by providing the exploratory 

motor systems with information about where to look, where to reach, where 

to turn, and where to go. it seems clear that his conceptualization 

implicitly assumes mechanisms of spatial orientation. 

Only a few old studies exist in which.subjects have been required to 

point towards invisible places and buildings (Angyal, 1930; McReynolds 6 

Worchel, 1951*; Ryan & Ryan, 19^0), but there are a very large number of 

recent studies in which subjects have been required to judge distances 

between places or draw ma ps o f relatively large and familiar areas 

(Byrne, 1981; Canter, 1977; Evans, 1980; Moore & Golledge, 1976). 

Although the subject in the first type of task is required to relate 

himself physically (pointing) to the environment, which Is not necessary 

with distance judgements and map d rawing, these tasks have been studied 

with only very crude control over the antecedent conditions that make 

performance at all possible, I.e. conditions nos. 1 and 2 above. As long 

as this is the case important questions can still he asked about the 

so-called cognitive maps (Tolman, 19^8) that people have, for example 

about overall accuracy, degree of completeness, distortions, coherence, 

etc. However, satisfactory explanations of large-scale knowledge can 

never be reached because this requires detection of systematic relation

ships between variables of locomotor and perceptual experiences and * 

localization performance. 

\ . 

GärlIng jet a 1. have recently conducted cognitive mapping exp eriments 

that differ from most other studies of adult subjects as regards control 

of pre-experi mental experience, instead of Investigating environments 

very familiar to the subjects, they have taken the subjects to completely 

unfamiliar but real environments. In these settings prescribed locomotion 
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paths have been taken, prescribed targets been pointed out to the subjects, 

and localization been required in a way that relates the subject physically 

to the explored setting. With this methodology important questions have 

been investigated, including some which have never been studied before, 

such as effects of repeated exposure to the setting, effects of retention 

interval, effects of massed and distributed exposure, effects of travel 

mode (GSrling, BSök, Lindberg & N ilsson, 1981}, effects of constant or 

varying paths over repeated exposures, effects of advance knowledge, and 

effects of amount of visual information (Går1, ing, Lindberg S Mäntylä, 

I98I). Although this type of research is indispensible for theory development, 

it also has its limitations. The o bjection can always be made that one 

does not know ho w the obtained relationships depend on the specific path 

configurations, location of objects, and visibility conditions. Thus, 

despite advantages as regards ecological validity, laboratory studies 

in artificial settings but with systematic variation and control of 

physical conditions and the subjects' behavior are also needed. What 

is needed is conditions where three physical subsystems can be systemati

cally interrelated: variables concerning the target system, variables 

concerning the locomotion path system, and variables concerning the visual 

reference system. In constructing experimental settings from these classes 

of physical variables, I believe In a strategy of research that aims at 

explaining behavior in simple conditions before behavior in complex 

conditions. 

The studies in the present thesis were conducted in the perspective 

outlined above. The goal of the project was, and still is, to understand 

the ability of the subjects to maintain orientation during locomotion 

in the horizontal plane, in all except one of the experiments to be dis

cussed we have used the same standard task or experimental paradigm, which 

minimally fulfils the requirements to be called a task of geographical 

orientation (one target, no visual references, one rotation component, 

and one/two linear components of movement). Although there exist a few 

previous studies on the problem (Liebig, 1933; Juurmaa, 1966; Juurmaa S 

Suonio, 1975; Ross, Dickinson S Jupp, 1970; Worchel, 1951; 1952), our 

studies are only related to these by the use of a similar experimental 
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paradigm. The studies cited focussed primarily ori the importance of various 

sensory systems, but only vague suggestions were made as to how the tasks 

were solved or how e rrors should be accounted for. Our aim was to develop 

theoretical notions about spatial information processing in task per

formance and to reach a state of knowledge where experimental manipulations 

begin to derive their meaning in terms of a conceptual frame of reference. 

In the following the experimental paradîgmwtlî first be characterized. 

Then our current conceptual frame of reference will be described. Finally, 

the empirical questions, the results and their interpretations will be 

discussed. 

In the experiments to be reported, the experimental situation outlined in 

Figure 1 was used. (One e xperiment used a rotation paradigm, which is 

described in a later section). Two variants of the paradigm were used. 

In one variant {Böök 6 Gärling, 1980a) the subject started to walk from 

A, walked to B, turned his/her body, and walked to C, localizing A from 

there. In the other variant the subject started to walk from B, and from 

this place a point light A was viewed for 5.0 seconds. When light A 

disappeared, the subject moved to C, from which he/she localized A. 

The Experimental Paradigm 

C 

o x 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

d 2 

a, » Required estimates 

A 
A « Starting point or point light 

B • Starting point or turning point 

C » Stopping point 

B 

Figure 1. An outline of the experimental situation. 
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Localization from C always involved estimates of the direction to A in 

terms of the angle relative to the direction of CB ( a) and o f the distance 

to A in meters to the nearest decimal (d^). In all the experiments both 

estimates were made in each jriél. and either the order between the 

estimates was systematically varied (Böök & GMrling, 1980a; 1980b) or 

direction was judged before distance (Böök £ Gärling, 1981a). These 

estimates were made under instructions stressing accuracy. Nothing 

was mentioned about speed requirements, although latencies were measured. 

The subject walked on a wooden pathway (60 cm w ide), in the middle of 

which a light line (20 cm long) moved forward step-wise, in all experi

ments (except one in progress) at normal walking speed. The subject 

was instructed to walk 1 - 1.5 meters behind the light line. In this 

way walking direction, walking speed, and stopping point were controlled. 

Except for the faint point and line lights, the tasks were performed in 

darkness. 

The geometric variables of the experimental situation (dj, d£ and $) 

were orthogonally varied in all the experiments, though n ot always all 

three in a single experiment. Furthermore, conditions with visible targets 

(perceptual base lines) were compared with the orientation conditions. 

The p articipating subjects were university or high, school students. 

The Conceptual Frame o f Reference 

The conceptual framework to be presented attempts to identify the main 

processes going on as the subject engages himself in the. task, it is 

formulated in the language of the information processing tradition 

(Broadbent, 1958; Atkinson £ Shiffrin, 1969) as a series of stages, 

through which information flows and is transformed. 

Sensory Processes and Encoding 

Several sensory channels are activated simultaneously or in succession. 

When the subject turns his eyes towards the target light, he receives 

visual information about direction and distance. Information about direction 
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is also received from neck muscles when the head is turned. Head turns 

and walking also stimulate the vestibular system, which provide information 

about direction and walking distance. Muscles, tendons, and joints in the 

legs inform about walking distance, as may a lso contact with the wooden 

path whi le walking. 

This multitude of peripheral nervous activity is organized and trans

formed by encoding mechanisms such as selection, weighing, and inte

gration. The assumption is made that encoding fulfils two b asic functions: 

1. Making information about distances and directions (direction change) 

resistant to rapid conversion into noise. 2. Making the information 

distinct or unitary in such a way that one code is formed for one of 

the distances, one code for the other distance, and one code for each 

direction (alternatively, for change of direction). The convergent 

unitary character of information at more central levels we believe to 

be a prerequisite for further processing (see below). 

Short-term Storage 

Thus the,consequence of encoding operations is that as the subject has 

looked at the target (alternatively, passed thé turning point) and started 

to walk (alternatively, continued to walk) for some length, there exists 

a representation of unitary codes for directions (direction change) and 

distances. This representation we Identify with information in a short-

term working memory (Baddeley, 1376; Beatty £ Shavalia, 1980). The 

codes may have been derived in different ways from different sensory 

channels (e.g. walking versus viewing the first distance; active versus 

passive locomotion). However, the assumption is made that formation of 

the working memory is a general process independent of the conditions 

for sensory registration of information. Likewise, the processing that 

follows storage is independent of sensory conditions (see later sections). 

Variations in sensory processing may cause differences in the accuracy 

of coded information but not differences in the form or mode o f processing. 

Operations on Memory Codes 

A fundamental assumption is that the codes in the working memory exist 

for some time unrelated to each other. As isolated representations they 
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cannot immediately provide any information about the location of the 

target. In order to do so the codes have to be further processed together. 

We have called this process "coordination" because we assume that some

thing analogous to the coordination that takes place according to a 

trigonometric formula or some graphic connection procedure is needed. 

Three assumptions are made concerning the coordination process: 

1. It is a discrete process, not something that occurs continuously during 

locomotion. This assumption follows from the assumption o f temporarily 

unrelated codes in the working memory and is fundamental to the con

ceptual framework. The assumption logically justifies the notions of 

a working memory, coordination process, forgetting processes, and issues 

of process dynamics (see later sections). 

2. It is independent of encoding in the sense that each occurrence of 

encoding does not determine the occurrence of coordination. 

3. It takes a certain time to execute, a time that is assumed to be 

non-trivial relative to the normal speed range of walking. 

A decoding process between c oordination and responding is also postulated. 

The function of decoding is to translate the results of coordination 

(Information about target location) into an experience or expectancy of 

the location of the target out in space. The most parsimonius assumption 

is that decoding always follows coordination, but a probabilistic relation 

is also conceivable. Decoding time is probably negligible. 

As to the nature of coordination it should be noted that no kind of 

conscious mental calculation based on numerical estimates of the codes 

is implied at all. Coordination is to be conceived of as a process closely 

related to the sensory-motor integration centres of the brain (Potegal, 

1972), and as such it needs information of a sensory-motor1 c derived format 

as Inputs. However, our conceptualÎzation is neutral to the question of 

the exact nature of the process (e.g. some graphic process generating a 

spatial image or some algorithmic process calculating a vector). As 

regards consciousness, the execution of such o perations as encoding, 

coordination, and decoding is unconscious, but conscious decisions to 

initiate the processes may e xist (analogues to questions like "how far 

have I walked?", "where is the target?" etc.). 
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Process Dynamics 

There are two dynamics Issues, one of which has already been touched upon. 

This concerns the recurrent character of processing during locomotion, 

I.e. localizations (coordinations/decodings) are assumed to take place 

one or several times before the subject arrives at the stopping point. 

An important issue then becomes whether the frequency of coordination 

and its distribution across the path are important determinants of per-

formance. Related to this issue is the question of which dimension 

determines the occurrence of coordinations, i.e. are they instigated 

by spatial or temporal criteria? The choice of criterion may have 

different implications for performance. 

A second dynamics issue concerns the relation between coordination and 

working memory. Two alternative principles of processing are depicted 

in Figure 2. To the left, coordination constantly utilizes codes d^j 

and and successively codes djp ^22* an<^ ^23' To t' ie 

i  K  A 

Figure 2. Two alternati ve organizations' for recurrent processing. 
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Inputs to coordination at C2 and are no longer and Instead, 

the decoding outcome (alternatively, coordination outcome) at Cj, i.e. 

direction (f^)'and distance (d^) t0 the target, is assumed to be fed back 

to the working memory and used in the subsequent coordination at C2» 

Together with a code for the increment in walking distance from the 

preceding coordination position (d^ and > these codes can be used 

to infer the target location at the next coordination position (C^ and 

Cj). We have termed this latter principle "outcome-dependent processing", 

since coordination is dependent on preceding decoding (or coordination) 

outcome. 

These two a lternatives have different implications for forgetting. Processing 

according to the former alternative implies that the retention interval 

for the codes djj and increases with each successive coordination 

(see Figure 2). The same ma y be the case for dgj. According to outcome-

dependent processing at least no systematic Increase of the effective 

retention interval should be expected, and already at a very low frequency 

of coordinations the effective retention intervals may be considerably 

shorter than according to the former alternative. However, recurrent 

utilization of the same codes (d|j and ßj) may a ct like rehearsal (e.g. 

Rundus, I97I; Rundus & Atkinson, 1970), thus counteracting forgetting. 

A second conseq uence of forgetting is more c lear-cut but applies only 

In extentions of the paradigm to cases with more than one direction 

change. According, to the outcome-dependent processing alternative 

localizations are based on a constant and m inimal set of memory codes 

irrespective of path complexity. The o ther processing alternative, by 

contrast, will be based on an increasing memory load as the subject 

encounters successive direction changes. 

Thus, In general, outcome dependent processing seems on logical grounds 

to be the more efficient alternative. Intuitively it also seems reasonable 

that preceding localization(s) should Influence subsequent ones and Initial 

perception of location lose its impact as the subject moves further ahead. 

More Importantly, Lindberg & GMrling (198laj 1981b) have recently found 
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clear evidence în favour of outcome-dependent processing with complex 

paths. They found that latencies of localization estimates did not Increase 

as a function of number of direction changes in a control condition, but 

that they clearly increased almost linearly when the subject was p revented 

from coordinating by performing a demanding concurrent task during loco

motion. Gär I ing and I have not been a ble to directly test the hypothesis 

of outcome-dependent processing in the case with only one direction 

change. However, our results seem to imply this principle and we a lso 

use It as an assumption in deriving predictions about errors. 

Review o f the Empirical Studies 

The empirical work to be reviewed consists of a series of experiments 

which concern the three following questions: 

1. Is efficient maintenance of orientation dependent on the subject's 

ability to pay full attention to the task requirements during locomotion? 

Three experiments were conducted on this question (Böök 6 Gärling, 1980a; 

1380b; 1981a). Although one experiment yielded somewhat ambiguous results, 

two ex periments gave an affIrmative answer In support of the hypothesis 

that coordlnations/decodings occur during locomotion but only when the 

subject has access to central processing capacity.. 

2. How does performance vary with an assumed Increasing series of coordl

nations/decodings, or operationally, how does performance vary with loco

motion distance? Is the variation systematic according to some simple 

function? And If so, Is the function Invariant over the location of the 

target? 

Two experiments (Böök & Gärling, 1981a) were conducted on these questions. 

The results showed that constant errors were simple functions of locomotion 

distance, particularly when looked at as target displacements. 

3. How can the systematic errors be accounted for? 

On the basis of our own data (e.g. Böök & G ärling, 1981b) and those of 
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others several possible alternatives could be disregarded as main factors 

accounting for the observed errors. An experiment is now in progress to 

test the hypothesis that outcome-dependent processing is the critical 

factor. 

Does mainten ance of orientation demand central processing capacity? 

Psychological processes may e ither proceed in an automatic mode or require 

monitoring from superordinate levels of supervision and executive control 

(Kahneman, 1973; Lindsay & Norman, 1977; Norman S Bobrow, 1975). According 

to Kahneman one of the main functions of the superordinate levels is to 

mobilize and allocate central processing capacity (energy, effort, or 

attention) to subordinate cognitive processes so that these in turn can 

handle their specific input information efficiently. The mom entary supply 

of capacity, derived from the arousal system, is assumed to be severely 

limited, which is taken as one main reason why people are so poor at per

forming two demanding tasks simultaneously. The q uestion was: Is efficient 

maintenance of orientation demanding in this sense, i.e. does its internal 

information processing efficiency depend on access to central processing 

capacity? In the absence of prior systematic research this question should 

be regarded as very important to pose. Its answer should bear strongly on 

the type of model one may c onstruct: a model concerned w ith only pre-

attentive (automatic) mechanisms o r a model including higher cognitive or 

central processing mechanisms. A preattentive model cannot be excluded a 
priori. Spatial orientation is biologically fundamental, and we can guess :that 

its evolution and ontogenesis has proceeded in close connection with such 

automatic functions as walking and perceiving. 

Basic experiments. One technique of assessing whether task performance 

depends on central processing capacity is to require simultaneous efficient 

performance in a demanding secondary task and to compare performance level 

in the primary task with that of a control condition without the con

current task. In a between-subjects design (BSSk & Gärling, 1980a) we 

chose the highly demanding task of counting backwards, i n threes at a 

maximal rate as the concurrent task to be continuously performed during 

the whole walk. The subjects walked two distances varying orthogonally 
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fri length, separateci by an angle of turn (b5° ,  90°, and Ï35°) - In a 

complementary experiment we relied on a different technique. In this 

experiment the target was a point light located at four different 

positions by orthogonal combination of distance (9 and 18 meters) and 
direction (15° and 30°) from the starting point. In one of the between-

subjects conditions the starting point was visible. The subjects were 

instructed to attend to its location and use this information when making 

their estimates. In this way it was assumed that the subjects were 

induced to refrain deliberately from paying attention to the task of 

localizing the target during walking. 

The results of both experiments showed p oorer performance for the 

experimental conditions. In the first experiment the concurrent task 

gave larger constant and variable errors both for direction and distance. 

The latencies of fi rst estimates were several seconds longer with the 

concurrent task but the latencies of the second estimates were much more 

similar. A perceptual condition without the concurrent task was in all 

measures best, although not reliably better than the superior of the 

orientation conditions. In the second experiment the poorer performance 

for the experimental condition was not as abundant as in the first 

experiment. However, the variable errors were larger but for constant 

errors we on ly found a difference for distance (poorer differentiation 

of the estimates). The latency effect was not replicated. The latencies 

were about equal to those for the control condition in the first 

experiment. As regards the perception conditions, there were no effects 

of the visible starting point. 

The results of the first experiment clearly supported the hypothesis 

that accurate maintenance of orientation demands central processing capa

city. As regards the second experiment, the partial negative effects of the 

visual starting point are also evidence for the same hypothesis. The 

alternative interpretation that the effects on distance estimates were 

due to errors in the perception of the distance to the visual starting point 

(underestimates) must be rejected. Such errors should yield different 

effects than those observed. Thus, inaccess to central processing capacity, 



although by different means in the two experiments, seemed to have affected 

central processes going on during the walk. This conclusion was important 

because now a model could be sought which was not confined to sensory 

and m otoric processes at a purely preattentive and automatic level of 

functioning. 

In terms of the conceptual frame of reference, described în the preceding 

section, the negative effects on accuracy in the experimental conditions 

were explained as due to the omission of coordination/decoding during 

locomotion, in one case due to forced allocation of central processing 

capacity to a secondary task, in the other case due to an induced effect 

on the subject's allocation policy via instructions and extra task-relevant 

stimulus information. As performance in the experimental conditions was 

far from a level of complete disorientation, the encoding stage must 

have been relatively intact as regards accuracy of coded information so 

that coordination could be postponed to the stopping point. Coordination 

during walking should counteract forgetting, particularly if processing 

Is outcome-dependent. Thus, postponement Increased forgetting, which 

produced the lower accuracy. However, If forgetting was the only critical 

factor, the strongest effect should have occurred in the visual starting 
i 

point experiment because the walking distances (the retention intervals) 

were longer (12 and 22,6 meter) than In the other experiment (second 

distance 5 and 7 meters, first distance 6 and 8.4 meters). As regards 

the constant errors, the reverse relationship was obtained. Thus it is 

probable that the concurrent task also affected encoding, i.e. central 

processing capacity was also needed for efficient encoding. In the other 

experiment encoding should not have differed between the control and 

experimental conditions because of the procedure chosen. The use of a 

point light as target should have eliminated any differences In encoding 

of the distance of the first segment and the angle between the segments. 

As regards walking distance the subjects had possibilities to pay full 

attention to It. 

These interpretations are also consistent with and clarified by our 

explanation of the latency effects. !t seems unlikely that the large 

effect in the concurrent task experiment involved differences in the 
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coordination processes per se, because no effect was obtained in the 

other experiment. Instead we proposed that the counting subjects, on 

arrival at the stopping point, did not immediately know ho w far they had 

walked, how mu ch they had turned, or where they had turned on the continuous 

walk from start to stop. This state of immediate ignorance followed from 

incomplete encoding during walking. Thus there may be higher levels of 

encoding which are necessary for forming a unitary code and these were 

omitted or inefficient, because they demand some central processing capacity. 

Consequently, at the stopping point encoded information had first to be 

reconstructed into proper codes for coordination to be possible. This 

extra process caused the delay of the estimate and ma y also have contri

buted to decreased accuracy. As has already been pointed out, the 

different procedure in the other experiment should have guaranteed complete 

encoding, thus no delay should be expected. 

Two anomalies in the results should be recognized, which the above 

explanatory attempts cannot account for. Firstly, direction and distance 

is assumed to be localized by processing of the same memory codes, which 

means that if effects of forgetting are obtained for one estimate, effects 

should also be obtained for the other estimate. This was not the case 
i 

in the visual starting point experiment. Secondly, walking distance did 

not increase the variable errors, for the experimental condition in the 

same experiment, which is relatively inconsistent with an account.in terms 

of forgetting. However, a closer look at the data suggest that these 

anomalies might have been due to insufficient statistical power. 

Finally, it should be noted that forgetting per se is not in general 

an explanatory concept. The concept itself needs explanation in terms 

of causal processes, e.g. time decay, displacement, or interference. 

However if the concept is applied outside its usual domain (pure memory 

research), as in the present case, it gains some explanatory power. 

The question of the mechanisms of forgetting is beyond thè scope of the 

present studies. Independent research on memory tasks would be required. 
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A p artial failure to replicate. In a third experiment (Böök & G ärlfng, 

1981a) we repeated the comparison between conditions with and without 

counting during walking. However, In this experiment the target was a 

point light and the design included many more stopping points» which 

covered a rather limited range of walking distance (1.4 to 11.0 meters). 

On the basis of the previous results we exp ected to find, in addition 

to performance impalrment due to counting, different functions relating 

performance variables to locomotion distance. 

The results as regards effects of counting in the orientation conditions 

were mainly negative. Target location effects could be observed In the 

counting condition but this effect did not imply a difference In performance 

levels. The functions for different target locations relating constant 

direction errors to walking distance were also slightly more heterogenous 

in the counting, condition. 

Confronted wtth these results, mainly equivalent performances, we suggested 

in our paper (Böök s GMrling, 1981a) that the subjects under the conditions 

of the experiment might have recurrently processed information despite 

the counting. The processing might not have demanded as much central 

processing capacity as in the previous experiment due to the different 

paradigm used. This might be possible. However, since then i have looked 

closer at the data and detected tendencies that support an interpretation 

In terms of differences in processing. 

Firstly, when a ngle and distance estimates are combined into subjective 

locations and these are plotted for the successive stopping points, a 

relatively clear difference between the conditions emerges. This Is shown 

In Figure 3> As can be seen, the counting subjects' ability to differentiate 

the three target locations Is poorer than that of the non-counting subjects. 

More Importantly, the differentiation clearly decreases with locomotion 

distance, which is not the case for the control condition. This looks 

like a forgetting effect, because increasing locomotion distance implies 

longer retention Interval for information about target location when no 

coordinations are assumed. 
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No counting Counting 

I 3 m 

Figure 3. Subjective locations. The lines connect subjective locations 
for successive stopping points and different targets. 

Secondly,.in multiple regression analyses I have also found partial 

evidence of different processing, i attempted to predict the subjects' 

estimates at each stopping point, using their estimates (both direction 

and distance) at the preceding stopping point as predictors. In order 

to eliminate spuriously high correlations due to individual differences, 

I based the analyses on deviations from means over replicates for each 

individual. In predicting direction estimates I found for 15 analyses 

(five pairs of stopping points with three target locations) seven 

significant correlations for the control condition but only one signi

ficance for the experimental condition. No d ifference was found in 

predicting distance. However, the results for direction are at least 

weak evidence of differences in processing, particularly for the hypo

thesis that processing was outcome-dependent in the control conti tion 

but not in the experimental condition. 

Finally, ANOVA on latencies including only the orientation conditions 

(due<fco anomalous latencies for one perception condition) but including 

type of estimate as a factor revealed that the small difference in favour 

of the control condition was nearly significant (p < .10). That the 

difference should be less than in the first experiment is consistent 
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with previous explanations. As stated earlier a latency difference is 

dependent on incompleteness of encoding, in the present experiment en

coding should have been less incomplete due to the different paradigm 

used. 

All in all, these additional analyses suggest differences•In processing 

due to inaccess to central processing capacity in the backwards counting 

condition. 

Does Ma intenance of Orientation Vary Systematically with Locomotion Distance? 

In the first two expe riments we did not, for various reasons, obtain any 

clear information about how performance varies with locomotion distance 

or target location. Our interpretations were also primarily directed at 

explaining what caused impairment in the experimental conditions,. Another 

thing is to explain the errors made by the subject in the control conditions. 

As wè obtained support for the hypothesis that coordìnations/decodings 

occur recurrently during walking, it was natural to ask whether errors 

(and latencies) vary in any systematic way with a supposed increasing 

series of coordinations/decodings. Thus we chose to vary locomotion 

distance systematically at several levels in .the hope of finding functions 

that could suggest error mechanisms and properties of the hypothetical1y 

underlying series of coordinations. 

The experiments. Two experiments (Böök & G ärling, 1981a) were conducted 

with the same five levels of locomotion distance (1.4 to 11 meters) but 

with different target locations. In one experiment the target, a point 

light, varied in direction relative to the walking path (15°, 30°, and 

45°), and in the other experiment it varied in distance from the starting 

point (5, 7-5» and 10 meters). Distance and direction to the target were 

kept constant at, respectively, 5 meters and 15°. in both experiments 

comparisons were made w ith perception conditions. An important improvement 

in design compared to one of the previous experiments (B88k S Gärling, 

I980b) was that control trials were run. In these the subjects made esti

mates from the starting point. In the data analyses constant errors 
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were then calculated In relation to each subject's mean estimates in 

these trials, in this way, errors in initial perception of the target 

location could be eliminated. 

The results of both experiments were similar and q uite simple. The constant 

direction errors, which were undercompensations, first increased rapidly 

and then decreased somewhat as a function of locomotion distance and 

the distance errors (undershootings) increased linearly. No reliable 

trends were obtained for the perception conditions, neither for latencies 

nor variable errors. The simple regularity of the error functions became 

clearly apparent, when distance and direction errors were combined Into 

position errors. As the locomotion distance increased, the subjective 

position was displaced mainly in the direction of locomotion. A m uch 

weaker displacement to the right could also be observed. The former dis

placement was highly linear and nearly proportional to locomotion distance. 

No c lear effects of target location were obtained in these respects 

(except' for the 15° target in the experiment with variation of target 

direction, probably a random d eviation as it was not replicated in the 

other experiment). Thus, what should primarily be explained is a quite 

large displacement, nearly parallel to the walking direction, nearly 

proportional to the walking distance, and independent of target location. 

In reporting these experiments (Böök & GMrling, 1981a) we suggested a 

possible error source associated with recurrent coordination/decoding. 

In the following sections this source as well as other possible ones are 

discussed and a few experiments described or suggested. 

Which Factors Account for the Systematic Errors? 

There are three categories of potential error sources. Errors might be 

associated with encoding/storage, coordination/decoding, or response 

production- Of these, the last category, e.g. errors in the perception of 

locomotion direction (necessary for angle estimation) or errors in angle 

perception, can be ruled out, as the errors were small and different In 

the perception conditions (c.f. Fisher, 1969; MacLean & Stacey, 1971). 
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Errors in encoding/storage. In discussing the results of our two exp eriments 

{Böök & G ärling, 1981a) we rejected storage errors due to forgetting as 

the main source of the errors. Maintaining the assumption of outcome-

dependent processing, which should largely counteract forgetting, the 

relatively large errors seem hard to account for in terms of forgetting. 

Moreover, where forgetting as regards target location (direction and distance 

codes) is concerned, the reason for the qualitative appearance of the 

errors seems unclear. Proportional displacement in the direction of walking 

can be shown to Imply rather unreasonable errors in the codes. However, 

as Byrne (1981) has pointed out, the errors are strikingly compatible 

with errors (undershootings) in the code for locomotion distance. Such 

errors could be due to encoding, but also forgetting if one is willing 

to accept the notion of a memory for locomotion distance information. 

However, we have collected data on this issue in unpublished experiments. 

In these experiments the subjects have been instructed In a portion of 

unexpected trials to estimate locomotion distance instead of the usual 

estimates of target location. These estimates have, at least under standard 

conditions similar to those in the two p ublished experiments, yielded 

fairly small errors, which can only account for a small part of the displace

ment errors. Figure A shows the results of one experiment. 

/V 

Displacement 
errors 

E 

to OC o OC OC 
tu Errors in 

• walking distance 
estimates 

- « 0.70 m/sec 

- « K20 m/sec 

LOCOMOTION DISTANCE (m) 

Figure k. Errors of target displacement in the direction of walking 
compared to errors in estimates of walking distance for 
two different speeds of walking. Displacement errors are 
collapsed over three different target locations. 
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Errors associated with coordinatIon/decoding. I wlH here discuss one 

hypothesis suggested !n our paper (Böök 6 Gär)ing, 1981a), an experiment 

In progress based on this hypothesis, a relevant experiment by Potegal 

(I97I)» and« finally, an experiment related to a hypothesis based on a 

clarification of the coordination/decoding pair (Böök s GSrllng, 1981b). 

As was assumed in the theoretical section, the subjects need a nontrivial 

amount of time in order to complete an initiated coordination and decoding 

process. During this processing time the subject is moved a little forward 

such that his position Is not strictly adequate relative to the outcome 

(direction and distance to target). If the subject's processing system 

has no built-in correction mechanism, he/she will commit an error of 

localization that is a displacement of the target exactly In the direction 

of walking, equal in amount to walking speed times the coordination/decoding 

time. Moreover, If processing is outcome-dependent, these errors will 

accumulate, thus producing an Increasing displacement as the subject moves 

forward. Finally, if coordination/decoding time is independent of the 

subject's position and the same h olds for the probability of occurrence 

of coordInatlon/decoding, then proportional displacement errors will be 

found. If this explanation accounts completely for the displacement effects, 

it implies that, for a guess of coordination/decoding times between 0.5 

to 1.0 seconds, the frequency of coordlnations/decodings was about 0.25 

to 0.50/meter. 

I wl11 next describe possible experiments (one of which Is In progress), 

which test different predictions from the above h ypothesis. According to 

the hypothesis, displacement equals the product of walking speed, number 

of coordinatlons/decodlngs, and p rocessing time. Of these the first variable 

is easy to manipulate, the second perhaps possible to manipulate, but the 

third probably impossible to affect. In the experiment In progress, we 

have simultaneously varied walking speed in three levels as a between-

subjects factor and number of coordinations as a within-subjects factor. 

During locomotion we have presented a short tone at equal spatial intervals as 

an Instruction to the subject to localize the target by making a temporary 

pointing movement with his right arm. If our technique should succeed 

(which seems to presuppose conscious control of coordination Initiations) 
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and our hypothesis is correct, we should find increasing displacement 

when num ber of instructional signals increases. The slope of the function 

is furthermore expected to vary positively with walking speed. If, 

contrary to our reasoning, forgetting should prove to be influential, 

this should be possible to detect, since exactly the opposite effects 

are expected. 

A second possible experiment should also be suggested. If the subject 

is required in a portion of unexpected trials to estimate the initial 

distance to the target, i.e. its distance from the starting point, 

he/she should imagine it to vary with the stopping point. This pre

diction follows, if the subject misperceives the location of the target, 

as he/she does according to the hypothesis. However, if the errors 

were due to mi spercept i on of his/her own position, no such relationship 

is expected. (In conducting such an experiment one should have to exclude 

estimates made from the starting point). 

The h ypothesis under discussion does not attribute the errors to the 

processes of coordi nati on/decoding per se. However, this alternative should 

also be considered, though this seems very difficult as long as the 

processes themselves are poorly explicated and tasks exclusively measuring 

them a re not easy to find out. Tentative attempts have however been'made 

In this direction. Potegal (1971) has reported an experiment in which the 

task seems to come very near the ideal of measuring coord i nati on/decoding 

accuracy uneontaminated by other processes. His subjects, normals and 

patients suffering from Huntington's disease, were required to observe 

a dot, which was marked in the centre of a paper sheet mounted on a table. 

The subject's vision was then occluded, he/she was required to take a single 

step sideways to thè right or left, and then required to mark the target 

with a stylus as accurately as possible. Potegal found larger errors In 

this task than in control tasks with no movement and h e also found p erfor

mance decrement specific to the experimental task in the patients with 

Huntington's disease. He takes the latter effect as evidence for a brain 

localization of the compensatory process (coordination in our terms) to 

the caudate nucleus of the basal ganglia (Potegal, 1972). Thus, it seems 

that coordination/decoding per se may not be perfectly accurate processes. 

However, the errors made by Potegal's normal subjects were very slight 

relative to a normal step-length (about 5%), too slight to account for 

errors as large as we have observed. 
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Finally, I wî11 discuss an experiment on maintenance of orientation during 

body rotation (Böök S Gärling, 1981b). The task used wa s designed in such 

a way that comparison can be made with the walking straight tasks. The, 

comparison rests on a particular hypothesis concerning the relation between 

coordination and decoding as regards outcome information about target 

direction. According to the hypothesis decoding is viewed as the realization 

by Imagery or response systems of an amount of direction change relative 

to the direction faced by the subject that consists of two p arts to be 

integrated. One p art is the direction change adequate at a previous position 

of the subject (initial direction from the starting point or direction 

at the position of the preceding coordination). The o ther part is the one 

necessary for adequate updating or compensation for movement (outcome o f 

coordination). Thus, at the stopping point the subject turns body/head/eyes 

In accordance with, first, how mu ch he /she should turn without compensation, 

second, how mu ch he /she should additionally turn by taking movement into 

account. Our experiment was designed in a way that may suggest whether 

or not the assumed operation of integrating (adding) two amou nts of 

direction change contributes to our observed undercompensation errors. 

Thus we designed^a specific task involving only turns to measure this 

type of error. The task is described below in Figure 5. 

A - Subject's position 

B • Target location 

C « Direction faced by the subject 

D - Light indicating rotation amount 

D <- A 
Rotation Linear walking 

Figure 5- Comparison between linear walking and rotation. 
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To the left, the linear locomotion situation is depicted with the two 

amounts of direction change to integrate being ß' (a memory code) and 

a (specified by coordination). To the right, A is the position of the 

subject, B the position of the target light, C a fixation light, and D 

a light indicating amount of body rotation relative to AC. The directions 

of B and D were varied in several levels. In a trial the subject initially 

stood in a direction facing C. When C was switched off, B was turned on, 

whereupon the subject turned his head/eyes toward B (duration 5 seconds). 

Then B was switched off, C turned on for 7 or ]k seconds (retention interval), 

whereupon the subject turned his head/eyes back to face C during the 

interval. When C was then switched off, the subject had to rotate his/her 

body a distance indicated by D, which was turned on for 2 seconds when 

C was switched off. When D finally was switched off, the subject had to 

turn his head/eyes towards the target (invisible) and estimate the angle 

a + ß in degrees. The subjects were required to continuously count backwards 

in threes at a maximal rate from the initial switch off of C to the switch 

off of D. Thus they could not easily solve the task by numerically estimating 

a and 0 and simply adding the numbers. A p ost-experimental questionnaire 

indicated that siich a strategy was very rare. Comparisons were also made 

with a perception condition, in which the target was visible. 

The results clearly showed that the subjects in both the orientation and 

perception conditions overcompensated, i.e. they localized the target too 

far to the right. The errors for the orientation condition were larger 

than for the perception condition but less than in the walking experiments. 

Thus, since linear locomotion gave undercompensations, errors in inte

grating the two amounts of direction changes in decoding seem not to have 

produced the errors in the walking experiments. 

Concluding Remarks 

Although the goal of understanding spatial information processing in tasks 

of maintenance of orientation during body movements is far from attained, 

the following conclusions seem warranted from the present work: 

1. Efficient maintenance of orientation in human a dults implies central 

processing of information during locomotion. 
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2. Despite a focussing of attention on the internal requirements of task 

performance, errors may be relatively large. 

3. The typical errors made imply undercompensations for the subject's 

position changes. 

4. If processing for some reason is postponed, performance is impaired 

due to forgetting but is still far better than complete disorientation. 

A few directives for further research should finally be suggested. There 

are some theoretical issues and assumptions that are in need of more direct 

empirical evidence. One such assumption concerns the claim that processing 

over time is discrete rather than contlnous. This assumption is basic to 

most other theoretical notions, e.g. working memory, forgetting, and outcome-

dependent processing. Evidence on this issue ought to increase considerably 

the credibility of our theorizing attempts. It is largely a question of 

trying to find observable indicators of processing. What I have in mind 

is observations of the subject's looking behavior or continuous pointing 

behavior, but I realize that technical and me thodological problems would 

arise. Another I^sue of importance concerns the hypothesis of outcome-

dependent processing. At present this hypothesis is very indirectly supported. 

More direct evidence seems extremely hard to .find. However, according to 

Hempel (1952) this status is not necessarily a fundamental weakness in theory 

development. A third issue concerns the notion of a memory for Information 

about locomotion distance, if there is a memory at all. Experiments with 

more simple situations are needed to elucidate questions like this (Sadatla & 

Hagel, I98O; Sadalla S Stapiin, 1980a; 1980b; Sadalla, Staplin & Burroughs, 

I979) and also questions of memory for walking, rotation and visual directions 

as well as visual distances.' 

Finally, the present conceptual frame of reference has a limited scope as 

it Is confined to the specific experimental paradigm. Efforts should be made 

to develop accounts of possible effects of other important variable systems, 

e.g. objects as targets, multiple targets, number of visual references, their 

locations, complexity, and presentation in time. 
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